FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ENROLMENT FORM FOR SUMMER INTENSIVE COURSE

I would like to enrol for the summer course – July/August 2020¹:

For a duration of: □ 2 weeks □ 4 weeks □ 6 weeks □ 8 weeks
Starting date: □ 29 June 2020 □ 13 July 2020 □ 27 July 2020 □ 10 August 2020

Identity

□ Mrs □ Mr
Surname: ___________________________ Maiden name: ___________________________
Given name: ___________________________
Date of birth: __ __ __ __ __ __ in __________ (Town) __________ (Country)
Nationality: _____________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________
Postcode: ____________ Town: ____________ Country: ____________
E-mail: ___________________________________________ @ _______________________
Identity document: ___________________________ Number: ___________________________

Prices (not including accommodation): □ 450 euros (2 weeks) □ 840 euros (4 weeks)
□ 1170 euros (6 weeks) □ 1440 euros (8 weeks)

Payment method:

□ Cheque or bank cheque in euros for the total amount made out to "l'Agent Comptable
de l'UBS"

□ International bank transfer: please contact us at clubs@univ-ubs.fr to receive information about
the procedure.

Remarks:

• If you choose an international bank transfer as your payment method, you must
enclose a photocopy of the receipt with this enrolment sheet.
• All enrolments are firm and definitive, except when a force majeure event occurs or
when the award of a short term residence permit is refused by the competent authority.
Proof must be provided with all requests for reimbursement.

The form must be filled in legibly and returned, together with a copy of your identity document
(residence card or passport) by post to the following address:

Université Bretagne Sud
Centre de Langues de l'Université Bretagne Sud (CLUBS)
4 rue Jean Zay – BP 92116
56321 LORIENT cedex – FRANCE

or by e-mail: clubs@univ-ubs.fr

¹ Please tick as appropriate.
Centre de Langues de l'Université Bretagne Sud
4 rue Jean Zay • BP 92116
56321 LORIENT Cedex
www.univ-ubs.fr/clubs

Université Bretagne Sud : Faculté droit, sciences économiques & gestion • Faculté lettres, langues, sciences humaines & sociales • Faculté sciences & sciences de l'ingénieur • École d'ingénieurs ENSIBS • IUT Lorient - Pontivy • IUT Vannes • 13 laboratoires de recherche.